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Are Wireless Applications
Ready for Prime Time?

Many Say Yes, But Development Hurdles
Could Slow Progress

By  J o h n  M c C o rma c k

Many businesses are moving toward wireless computing, a
move that requires a well-defined wireless applications program.
In this article, we will address some of the benefits and challenges
businesses face as they choose wireless applications.

EVEN
though many businesses have,
in recent years, moved toward

implementing wireless computing applica-
tions, a full-fledged embrace is still in the
offing. What’s keeping some businesses at
bay? First off, return on investment is a huge
concern. Although wireless carries plenty of
gee-whiz panache, businesses want to make
sure that their investment will pay off before
they jump on board. 

In addition, worries over availability, pre-
dictability and speed also have kept many
businesses on the sidelines or only peripherally
involved with wireless applications. Plus,
developing wireless applications is a challenge
that often stifles in-house information technol-
ogy departments, making it even more difficult
to get these programs off the ground.

Surely, developing a wireless application is
a Herculean task that involves making choices
about wireless networks, application develop-
ment and standards. Because the technology
is quickly evolving, it is difficult for businesses
to stay on top of best practices. 

THE STATE OF WIRELESS
ADOPTION

Although on-the-go computing still looms as
a dream for many companies, a good number
are adopting wireless computer applications.
For instance, the wireless data market is
expected to reach 36 million subscribers this
year, up from just 3 million a couple of years

ago, according to Data Quest, Inc., a division of
the Gartner Group, Inc. Plus, a recent Forrester
report says that new business models—not new
technology—will drive even more growth.

Certainly, once companies get a taste of wire-
less, they come back to the table for
more. According to the Global Wireless
IT Benchmark Report, 51% of companies with
wireless initiatives will have increased their
budgets in 2002, while only 8% of the firms will
have decreased their wireless expenditures. Of
the firms that will increase their spending, aver-
age wireless budgets will have increased from
just $360,000 in 2001 to $680,000 in 2002. The
study was based on responses from members of
the Information Technology Association of
America and The World Information
Technology and Service Alliance.

Wireless e-mail is the most commonly used
wireless application, with 36% of firms using
it. An additional 49% of all firms plan to pro-
vide wireless e-mail in the future. Next to
wireless e-mail, the most popular wireless
application is Internet/Intranet access with
81% of all firms currently using it or planning
to use it in the future. Streaming media and
multimedia are also popular wireless applica-
tions, with 47% and 46% combined current
and future usage, respectively.

Wireless customer relationship management
leads the advanced applications with 63% of
firms currently using, planning or desiring to
have wireless CRM. Global companies were
twice as likely to currently have wireless CRM

applications up and running, with 10% of glob-
al companies using the technology compared
to only 5% of the total sample.

ALLURING ADVANTAGES

Certainly, this move toward wireless appli-
cations is being brought on by the realization
of substantial benefits. According to
Air2Web, a wireless application developer
based in Atlanta, companies that implement
wireless programs achieve benefits such as:

� Revenue generation
� Productivity improvement
� Cost savings
� Customer acquisition
� Customer retention
� Competitive advantage

While wireless applications are sometimes
seen as a technological luxury, the benefits are
becoming more substantial as well. A recent
Aberdeen Group report, for example, states
that nearly all organizations that have deployed
wireless applications have experienced great
returns. “The immediate return to the enterprise
both in financial terms and in organizational
efficiency, effectiveness and competitive
advantage is compelling,” states the report.

With so many can’t-deny-it benefits, some
companies have found that it is relatively
easy to justify an investment in a wireless-
computing program. 
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For example, ACD Telecommunications, a
leading supplier of fiber optics, software and
integration services, recently decided to develop
a wireless application in conjunction with
Air2Web. The wireless application lets
employees and customers have access to one
of its most popular Web-based tools—order
status information. ACD expects to save
money by eliminating almost 450,000 man-
hours per year. ACD’s 1,100 installers, who
previously took a notebook computer to cus-
tomer sites and found a phone jack to dial in
and access order information online, will save
more than five hours per week. Each of ADC’s
130 call center agents will save more than 5
hours per week. The company’s 900 account
managers will save about 2.5 hours per week. 

CHOICES, CHOICES AND
MORE CHOICES

Deciding on a wireless carrier is one of the
first decisions a company has to make before
launching a wireless initiative, says Louis
Gump, director of business development at The
Weather Channel, Atlanta. When the weather
forecasting service decided to offer wireless
applications in 1999, the company evaluated
wireless carriers based on the following criteria:

� Numbers.“We look at how many
subscribers they have. We have limited
resources, but we want to be able to
reach the most people,” Gump says.

� Capabilities.“Does the carrier offer the
functionality that we currently need as
well as the functionality that we might
need in the future?”

� Priorities of the carrier.“One carrier
may think downloading is important while
another might thing messaging is key. We
need to match our development needs to
the priorities of the specific carriers.”

� Quality of the relationship.“The carriers
need to be able to focus on our relationship
and present us with business models that
make sense for us as a company.”

APPROPRIATE APPLICATIONS 

After deciding on carriers, The Weather
Channel moved on to developing wireless
applications. The first challenge was deciding
on applications that would actually result in a
return on investment.

“Theoretically, we can build just about any-
thing and deliver it to the consumer,” Gump
says. “But we need to justify everything we do

with a sustainable business model that offers a
reasonable return. We have to put everything
through rigorous tests for ROI before we
develop the applications.”

After deciding on which applications should
go wireless, the company still needed to devel-
op these applications for wireless
platforms. The task is often more difficult than it
might appear. The company discovered that tak-
ing an application wireless involves much more
than simply porting an existing application to a
wireless device. In fact, mobile applications dif-
fer significantly from applications developed for
PCs or laptops. Users want wireless transactions
that are available at any time, easy to use, tai-
lored specifically for their requirements, and
executable in minutes. As such, developers must
come up with an application specifically targeted
for wireless devices, rather than just adding
wireless accessibility to a Web site. 

Weatherchannel.com developed its first four
applications by using Wireless Application
Protocol (WAP), the widely accepted worldwide
standard for providing Internet communications
and advanced telephony services on digital
mobile phones, pagers, personal digital assis-
tants and other wireless terminals. 

The Wireless Application Protocol of WAP
Programming Model, closely aligned with the
Web Programming Model, uses the Pull Model,
which is where the client requests content from
the server. However, WAP also extends the Web
architecture by adding telephone support with
WTA and enabling a Push Model, where a
server can proactively send content to the client.
Mobile applications use a browser, just like
Internet applications do. However, applications
developed for mobile browsers are developed
using Wireless Application Protocol (WAP).

The development of applications, however,
became overwhelming for Weatherchannel.com.
“With wired Internet applications, there are
only a couple of ways to get to information,”
Gunk says. “But with wireless, each carrier
has its own network and different plat-
forms. So it is extremely challenging.” 

Eventually, The Weather Channel out-
sourced its wireless application development
to Air2Web.

WIRELESS WISDOM

In a white paper on wireless application devel-
opment, Air2Web recommends the following
wireless application development best practices:

1. Create new applications. Applications
should be developed specifically for

wireless devices. The developer should
expect that certain tasks are likely to be
performed on a wireless device—while
others are likely to be performed on a PC.

2. Develop interactive applications. Mobile
applications with high value allow users
to demand the service when needed.

3. Deliver user-friendly
operations. Because wireless devices
operate with limited CPU, memory and
battery life as well as awkward screens
and keypads, developers must develop
applications that are easy to use despite
these limitations.

4. Remember your audience. Users of
wireless devices are not necessarily
technologically savvy. Developers
need to assess the level of technical
sophistication before developing
an application.

5. Allow user personalization. Because
applications are limited by space,
end-users should have the ability to
select specific functions. This is much
easier to talk about than to accomplish.
Creating and testing multiple functions
or versions, on different device types,
can multiply the size of the project.

6. Leverage device characteristics and be
aware of device limitations. Developers
must tailor applications to accommodate
the specific devices that will access the
applications. In addition, developers
should strive to make the best use of
device capabilities. For example, many
devices are audio-centric—and developers
should construct applications that
emphasize audio applications.

7. Consider location sensitivity. To develop
applications that are as dynamic as
possible, developers must consider how
the transient nature of network availability
affects device usage.

8. Eliminate hierarchical navigation.
Applications should be flat. Users tend
to get lost with excessive clicks.

9. Consider security. Applications that
allow users to conduct transactions must
reflect careful consideration of security
implications. This is a big issue, and
some organizations and individuals
regard it as a deterrent to wireless usage. 

10. Avoid screen scraping. Applications
based on screen scraping can be
fragile. Changes to the underlying Web
pages can have an unintended and
unpredictable impact on the wireless
application overlay.
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DEVICE DIFFERENCES

In addition to the above principals, application
developers need to consider intricacies of the
specific devices for which they are developing
applications. Possible devices include: 

1. Smart phonessuch as the Qualcomm
DQ and Nokia 9000 rely on wireless
modem technology to create a standard
point-to-point protocol (PPP) connection
to the Internet, using the cellular radio
as a modem. The smart phone uses its
modem to dial an Internet Service
Provider (ISP), and connect to the
server. Smart phones uses Web standards,
but only support a limited subset
of HTML.

2. PDAsconnect wireless to the
Internet using data-only networks. The
networks—called packet networks—
slice the content being transmitted into
small packets of information and provide
each with a unique identification and
destination address. The complicating
factor is Palm’s requirement to download
the first HTML in binary form—called a
Palm Query Application—to the
device. Developers must allow for the
download dialog on their sites and the
download process itself. 

3. Web-enabled phonesconnect to the
Internet via WAP, a protocol designed to
use any wireless network as a bearer for
the data. WAP specifies the network
server, phone software, and the
communication protocol between the two. 

4. SMS phonesare digital cell phones
equipped with Short Messaging Service
capability. SMS phones comprise the
largest segment of the wireless market,
yet they present the most severe
operational limitations and greatest
developmental challenges. 

5. Laptop computerscan support many of
the same applications that are found on
desktop computers. Developers, however,
still need to consider screen, keyboard
and possibly connectivity limitations.

6. Desktop computersare also used in
wireless programs. Some companies
develop wireless desktop programs simply
to cut costs. Virtually all desktop
computers run either Windows or MAC
and Netscape or Internet Explorer.
Therefore, application development does
not differ considerably from application
development with wired computers. 

SHIFTING STANDARDS

Making development of a wireless application
even more difficult is the lack of consensus on
wireless standards.

The IEEE 802.11b standard— dubbed
“Wi-Fi” (for wire less fidelity) has been the
most prevalent wireless standard. 

802.11b operates at 11 Mbps at distances
from 50 to 150 feet indoors to over 1,000 feet
line-of-sight outdoors. It works on Windows,
Macintosh, and various Linux/Unix/BSD
flavors, sending TCP/IP and other packet data
as an extension to plain Ethernet networking.

Other standards are also becoming available,
making it difficult for developers to act in uni-
son. These standards include 802.11a and
802.11g from the IEEE, and the commercially
supported HomeRF and Bluetooth protocols.

HomeRF, Bluetooth and 802.11g all share
the 2.4-GHz band with 802.11b. They have
to co-exist or they threaten to overwhelm
one another. The FCC tests and approves
devices intended for use in this unlicensed
band to ensure that they conform to tight
interference requirements. Your use of
equipment cannot affect other users, which
may include wireless networking and a vari-
ety of industrial, scientific and medical
(ISM) devices. The FCC does not ensure,
however, that multiple devices you deploy
in your own space are non-interfering; that’s
up to trade groups. 

802.11g is the IEEE wireless LAN working
group’s attempt to boost speeds in this band
from 11 Mbps to 22 Mbps without altering
other perfectly workable aspects of 802.11b.

The IEEE’s 802.11 Task Group G had been
considering two competing modulations that
would allow the faster speed. All these wire-
less devices use spread-spectrum broadcast
technology, which distributes information
across many frequencies in an alternating
pattern, so you never continuously occupy
any one part of the band. Currently, the FCC
(and, by extension, most of the regulatory
bodies from other countries) allows only two
kinds of spread-spectrum use: frequency
hopping (FH), employed by HomeRF and
Bluetooth; and direct sequence (DS), used by
802.11b.

READY OR NOT?

Certainly, wireless computing packs plenty
of panache. Being able to access data and
applications on the go opens up a whole new
world of possibilities. The challenge for many

companies is deciding if the new possibilities
present business advantages that will truly pay
off the investment.

Remember, while wireless computing
offers plenty of razzle-dazzle and many com-
pelling worthwhile applications, developing
wireless programs is not a walk in the park.
First off, there is no clear-cut development
map to follow. Second, corporations are still
learning which applications will play and
which will not falter in the wireless arena.
Third, standards are still evolving—making it
difficult to keep up with the technical changes
in the field. 

Each company, however, has to weigh these
challenges against current and future benefits
that could arise from wireless computing.  

John McCormack is a NaSPA member and a
writer specializing in information technology.
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